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Mark Zellweger
New Master of Spy Novel
A word from the editor
Mark Zellweger is undoubtedly passionate about everything to
do with espionage and the secret service, and is a true narrator
at heart who knows how to captivate his readers.
Thanks to his professional background, he has succeeded in
establishing himself in the rather closed and restricted world of
spy writers and has become a recognized and indispensable
author in the field. He is frequently nicknamed "the Master of
the spy novel. »
The informal world in the shadow of governments holds no
secrets for him. He is able to transmit his enthusiasm through
his fictions, whose inspiration is often based on historical facts,
as in the series "Des Espionnes du Salève", or on current
geopolitics to be discovered in the series "Ambassador".
Books that teach and entertain at the same time as asking for
more!
"The Master of the spy novel" La Dépêche du Midi
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Dossier de presse

Mark Zellweger
un nouveau maître du roman d’espionnage
MARK ZELLWEGER is a Swiss author from the canton of Fribourg. He
was born on 3 January 1959 and is married with two children. He has
a degree in Roman History from the Sorbonne and in Strategic
Marketing from two businessschools. He was a director of sales and
marketing in the pharmaceutical industry in Switzerland as well as
abroad for thirty-odd years. He was also a special advisor to the
directors of leading international intelligence agencies. He now
devotes himself entirely to writing and is considered to be “the new
master spy novelist” by numerous critics in the field. Some go as far
as to include him in the exclusive club of great authors of the genre,
such as Follett, Ludlum, Clancy and Higgins. Mark Zellweger’s career
as a writer began with the publication in September 2014 of L’Envol
des Faucons (Flight of the Falcons), the first book in the Réseau
Ambassador (Ambassador Network) series. Frères ennemis (Brothers
and enemies) is his tenth novel. Xtrême préjudice (Xtreme Prejudice)
was nominated for the 2017 French-speaking Swiss Detective Novel
Prize Lausan’noir Festival 27-29 October2017.

The Ambassador Network
T1 : L'Envol des Faucons pocket 12$.
Following the Libyan crisis, Mark Walpen completed his
marketing consulting company with a geostrategy department :
the Sword. The Sword, which has become the only
independent, neutral, non-governmental secret service, is
reinforced by a unit of fighters from the world's best special
forces, the so-called "Falcons".
A hostage-taking takes place. At the same time, a series of
attacks hit various European embassies, creating panic. These
events are claimed by a mysterious "Arab Liberation Army".
The "Falcons" are tracking the perpetrators of this wave of
attacks and are especially looking for their masterminds from
Egypt to Dubai via Oman and Mon-treux.
"This magnificent thriller about religious terrorism, catches us
from beginning to end. » Femmes Actuelles.
"The beautiful tradition of the action and spy novel remains
alive and well, in tune with today's turbulent world. A suspense
with the rhythm we like. »
www.Action-suspense.com and www.abcpolar.oberblog.com

T2: Panic in the Vatican
The Sword, the only non-governmental, independent and
neutral intelligence service in the world, strengthens its
clandestine action cell, the Falcons. This does not prevent it
from being demanded all over the world.
An astonishing murder in the Vatican, a new Chinese pope
disappears, and China is in turmoil, not to mention a princess
who is unaccounted for is a most explosive cocktail. Once again,
the Falcons solve crises calmly and efficiently, but unfortunately
not without breakage. PANIQUE AU VATICAN is the second opus
in the Ambassador Network series, inau- gured by L'envol des
Faucons. The first volume of the series was published on
September 12, 2014 and received a warm welcome from critics
and readers alike. Each volume reads perfectly independently of
the others.
Thriller, action, suspense, Mark Zellweger takes us through a
succession of exciting avenues.
"Action and global intrigue are sure to appeal to fans of thrilling
thrillers. »
Excerpt from Claude Le Nocher on April 8, 2015, www.actionsuspense.com, abcpolar.over-blog.com
"The first opus was promising, this second one far exceeds our
expectations. Magisterial and bravo for the Swiss touch. »
Excerpt from Patricia Beauverd on April 20, 2015, www.dailybooks.comn
T3 : Double game
Africa is agitated on all sides by over-armed rebel movements.
In the Democratic Republic of Congo, populations are victims of
cranial and neurological malformations whose origin is
unknown. General Avram Leibowitz, father of the Rebecca
Falcon, has disappeared. Once again, the Sword, the only
independent and neutral intelligence service in the world, is on
all fronts. The Secretary General of the United Nations also
asks it for a hand in resolving crises in Syria and Ukraine.
Double Jeu is the third opus in the Ambassador Network series
inaugurated by L'envol des Faucons, followed by Panique au
Vatican, released in September 2014 and March 2015. Both
were warmly received by critics and readers. Each volume can
be read independently of the others.
"This is the third in a series of action novels in which Mark
Zellweger returns to the plots of espionage in the most
turbulent of traditions. Authors such as Americans Olen
Steinhauer, Tom Clancy, Robert Ludlum, British Jack Higgins,
Welshman Ken Follett and many others have perpetuated this
type of scenario. We can consider that this Swiss author has
nothing to envy them, that he is worthy of joining the same
club. »
Claude Le Nocher, www.action-suspense.com

T4: Xtreme Prejudice
The IOC President's BMW can be found at the lakeside in
Lausanne. Where is the President?
During this time Professor Ayer, a leading professor of virology
and epidemiology at the WHO, gave no more signs of life while
he was in West Africa to understand the Ebola epidemic that
intrigued him so closely.
The international situation is becoming considerably tense with
the attempted launch of medium-range missiles and nuclear
tests by North Korea.
Mark Walpen is alerted by his father: he and Mark's children,
Zoe and Elliott, have been victims of a barbaric and unspeakable
act of terrorism. Mark lives a new drama in his life!
A confidential American report denounces Saudi Arabia as the
mastermind behind the September 11 attacks. What does this
have to do with our protagonists?
Once again, the Sword strategists will have to unravel the
intrigues and sort the true from the false. The Falcons will set
off in search of those responsible. The punishment is likely to
be terrible.
An incredible suspense by the new master of the spy novel!

T5: For all the gold of Srinagar
Since the arrival of the new President of the United States:
the world is boiling! Never since the Second World War have
there been so many geopolitical tensions. In Kashmir, the
latent war between India, Pakistan and now China is
intensifying! The Sunni world, following Saudi Arabia and the
new tenant of the White House, opposes the Shiites led by
Iran. China is asserting itself as a world power and wants to
impose itself against the USA and Russia is doing the same!
Regional wars break out here and there and the risks of a
world war are increasing dangerously.
Do these perilous situations find their sources only in power
rivalries and in the oversized egos of certain heads of state?
What if appearances are deceiving? What if a shadowy
conspiracy is pulling the strings for its own benefit? Will the
Sword called to the rescue by the UN untangle the true from
the false, and avoid World War III? Will Sword and its
fighters, the Falcons, flush out the chief manipulators? Who
are the real culprits?

T6: Cyber Games
The informal world in the shadow of governments holds no
secrets for him. He manages to transmit his enthusiasm
through his fictions whose inspiration is often based on
historical facts, as in the series Des Espionnes du Salève, or on
current geopolitics to be discovered in the Ambassador series.
Books that teach and entertain at the same time as asking for
more!
The Ambassador network is back, the great world powers are
engaged in a barely concealed cyber war that makes the world
more and more dangerous. The Sword gets involved, its IT
chief and former hacker is arrested in Canada. The past of a
retired DGSE agent in French Polynesia is caught up with his
past and shadowy enemies.
A manhunt begins!

The Spies of Salève
T1 : The reverse side of mirror
On June 14, 1940, the German army entered Paris and the dark
years re-covered France. Immediately, the Swiss intelligence
service, the SR, was active at the borders. At the same time, the
international intelligence community based in Geneva since 1936
was mobilized under the leadership of the English vice-consul Victor Farrell. Little by little, channels of passage between France and
French-speaking Switzerland were set up, and resistance was
organized between Geneva and Lyon in consultation with the spies
installed in Geneva.
Hannah Leibowitz, narrowly escaped from the Lodz ghetto and
arrived in Geneva in June 1940 with her son Avram. She took the
head of a group of women of all nationalities and resolutely
decided to fight against Nazi barbarism. They are denamed : Les
Espionnes du Salève.
On June 1, 1941, Armand, a young high school student from Gex in
the forbidden zone, was captured by the Gestapo as he entered
Switzerland north of Geneva. One thing is certain: he was
denounced. Who is the traitor? The spies and their contacts
conduct their investigation.
They will be confronted with devious collaborators ready to
denounce them, determined German agents acting in Switzerland
under cover and traffickers of all kinds.
"The fluidity of the writing takes the reader on board. He gets
caught up in the game of the situation."
The Readings of Maud

"A very good suspense with a note of exoticism linked to the Swiss
turns of the author. »
Polar Collective
"Les espionnes du Salève skillfully mixes historical reality and spy
novel.“ Collectif Polar

T2: Bletchley Park
This second volume of the successful saga, which took place between
August 1941 and November 1942, holds a great deal of suspense. A
pure delight!
The network of the Salève Spywomen restructured after the betrayal of
one of their own. They are active on all fronts in Geneva, Bern, Lyon,
London, Var-Soviet and Oran. The Gestapo, the Abwehr and traitors of
all kinds came closer to them every day. The danger is omnipresent.
How many of our pioneers will still be alive?
Hannah Leibowitz learns on Christmas Day 41 from a top-secret source
that the Nazis are building extermination camps in her native Poland,
even though she has no more news of her husband in the Lòdz ghetto.
Is Avram Leibowitz senior still alive?
Heavy water has disappeared in Norway! A spy sets off in search of an
ultra-secret Nazi atomic research centre. Will she come back? Will the
Nazis get the weapon of mass destruction?
The United Kingdom suffers an unprecedented attack from the Abwehr.
Will it break through the secrets of Bletchley Park?
In Lyon, where the Resistance and the British SOE in connection with
the Sa- lève spies have become very effective and organised, Nazi
repression is intensifying. Who will escape unscathed?
"To let oneself be surprised, to finish the novel by saying to oneself :
when will the next one be published ? »
Black Alternate Books
"When I received this novel, I thought it was still a book about spying
during the Second World War. I confess, this is not my cup of tea. And
what a surprise when I started this reading. Even though I didn't read
the first volume, it didn't bother me during the reading. To discover
absolutely. »
Nad13 Babelio

T3: The Allen Dulles Pact
On this 11th November 1942, the German army invaded the
southern zone of France and everything changed for our Salève
Spies. The enemy encircles Geneva and Lake Geneva. The
crossing points become more and more difficult to cross.
At the same time, the Gestapo and the Abwehr infiltrate the
Resistance. A hecatomb begins.
Times are hard for the various networks, while relations
between Jean Moulin, General de Gaulle's special envoy, and
the leaders of the internal Resistance are becoming
increasingly strained.
The US representative in Bern, Allen Dulles, will add confusion
galore! The high point was the arrest of Jean Moulin on 21
June 1943 in Caluire on denunciation. But who betrayed?
Our spies finally lead the investigation.
Tracking down the secret weapons of the Nazis, tracking down
the double agents, participating in the sabotage actions of the
Special Operations Executive, the Salève spies are on all fronts.
Arrest of Jean Moulin: What if the truth was quite different
from the one presented for more than 70 years by many
historians?
"The most fascinating novel in the series "Les Espionnes du
Salève" (The Salève Spies) highlights all those who resisted,
known or unknown, as well as the Polish and German
resistance."
The Boudoir of the book

Cold War: spy games
T1: Enemy Brothers
Before his death on 15 November 1971, Colonel William Fischer of the KGB
left his memories to his neighbour. His granddaughter, a young thirty-yearold Russian, falls on it fifty years later. She turns it into a novel! Here it is!

Alexei and John are veterans of the Soviet and American spy services as
they meet for the first time in the nest of spies that Berlin became in the
middle of the blockade in June 1948.
These two extraordinary young men make us experience the merciless
struggle between the West and the Soviet Union through the intermediary
To be published in of their agents.
Each side spies on the other in a frantic race for world leadership. Double
April 2021
agents swarm on both sides and master spies lurk in the shadows. But who
is who in this opaque world? Are the most relentless spies the ones we
think they are? Who are the moles on each side!
Mark Zellweger's exciting new series: Cold War.
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Interventions dans les médias

Octobre 2017 : Télé journal télé suisse RTS1.

Novembre 2017 : Interview radio à Montréal
par Alain Gravel, un des deux journalistes
vedettes.

Février 2018 : Interview TV5 Monde avec
Mohammed Kaci.

Août 2018 : Article dans le journal du dimanche en Suisse, Matin dimanche.

Novembre 2018 : Présentation de Pour tout
l’or de Srinagar par la star du polar Québécois,
Chrystine Brouillet à la télé TVA de Montréal.

Mai 2018 : Interview par un des journalistes
vedette de la RTBF Bruxelles.

Novembre 2018 : Interview radio par l'autre
journaliste radio vedette de Montréal, Paul
Arcand sur 98.5 FM de Montréal !

